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MANAGEMENT VESSEL VISIT
”DO IT SAFELY OR NOT AT ALL” 

Cover photo: Early morning in the BSP Champion Field, Brunei. Photo by John Quilter.



MESSAGE 
FROM CEO

AS ALWAYS, OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE 
REMAINS KEY, IF WE FAIL IN THIS AREA WE 
WILL BE VERY QUICKLY OUT OF BUSINESS. 
CONSIDERABLE MANAGEMENT TIME, 
FUNDS AND OTHER RESOURCES WILL BE 
SPENT TO GET THIS RIGHT AND DRIVE 
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT. 

Diederik de Boer

We have recently concluded the company’s strategic review. The 
result is a plan for the company’s development for the next 3 years 
with regional, fleet and organisational focus within the parameters 
of an acceptable risk profile.

For our fleet, this has resulted in a CAPEX spending plan across the 
various segments, which includes crewboats, selected OSV types 
and mid-sized barges. Some of these are against firm contracts 
or potential strategic opportunities. The total spend will amount 
to some US$200m over 3 years which will drive growth of the 
company in terms of financial performance.

We are at the same time disposing of less strategically relevant 
assets, such as some of the straight towing tugs, older crewboats 
and notably recently the Batam shipyard. We have sold the facility 
to neighbours ASL Marine, but will continue to use it as tenants for 
our fleet warehouse, training centre, as well as repair and conversion 
requirements for our ASEAN based fleet. Most of our yard staff have 
been re-engaged by ASL in the same positions they held under our 
ownership. 

As part of the strategy exercise, we are also embarking on a HR 
review that will examine our current practices and tune these up 
to enable us to attract and retain the best talent. New operating 
entities in both Malaysia and in Brunei are being built to support the 
substantial volume of business growth we have attained in these 
regions following multi-vessel, long term contract wins.

We continue to take delivery of new crewboats from shipbuilders 
such as the Penguin yard in Singapore/Batam and these boats 
generally go straight into new contracts won in a robust market. 
Our four 90TS bollard pull AHTS vessels (July 14-Feb 15 deliveries) 
are being bid on various prospectful opportunities.

All our business units across all our operating regions continue to 
perform well; the Middle East is experiencing an expansion in new 
contract wins particularly in Qatar and Saudi, in ASEAN we hope to 
see further growth in Thailand, Malaysia, Brunei and Indonesia. 

We are also welcoming Richard Lorentz, our new Non-Executive 
Director, as a member of the Board. In this Breeze issue you will find 
a brief bio on him. We look forward to his contribution in making 
this company more successful.

As always, Operational Excellence (OE) remains key, if we fail in 
this area we will be very quickly out of business. Considerable 
management time, funds and other resources will continue to be 
spent to get this right and drive continuous improvement. As a 
reminder, OE means safety, reliability and efficiency.

We look forward to your ongoing dedication and passion for the 
“cause”, but first and foremost, 

Be Safe!!!!
 
Diederik de Boer
CEO

Crewboats are a core component to MEO’s business. We currently 
are the number one player in South East Asia and the Middle East. 
Our existing fleet has been performing above 90% utilisation since 
the beginning of 2011 and is currently fully deployed. We are seeing 
a rising demand from customers in all our core markets.
 
With recent wins in big multi vessel tenders in Brunei and Saudi 
Arabia, we have decided to further expand our crewboat fleet to 
continue to keep up with our customers’ demands. We have ordered 
6 new units which will delivered every 1.5 months from Jan-15 
onwards. We also have an option to acquire another 8 units in 2016 
and another 6 units in 2017. Besides this new order we still have 4 
more units to be delivered this year. We continue to innovate our 
crewboat design, with these new units at the top of the class in 
terms of passenger and crew comfort, stability, speed and transfer 
capability (v bow).
 
We recently placed an order for two cranes, a 25 ton constant 
tension crane and a 50 ton active heave compensated crane. Having 
these cranes in stock gives us the flexibility to adapt our vessels to 
suit the needs of our customers, particularly in subsea applications.
 

Uniwise will take delivery of our first two 85 ton bollard pull AHTS 
in the coming quarter and we are already seeing strong demand 
for these units. MEO will take delivery of the next two units at 
the beginning of 2015 and we are already in deep discussions with 
customers about deployment opportunities.

 We welcome two new Utility Vessels to our fleet, the Cermat and 
Cerdik. These units will commence a 5+2 year charter in Brunei 
imminently and we will soon have grown from zero to eight units in 
the region in the space of this year. This position has allowed us to 
invest in people and resources locally in Brunei and we look forward 
to continuing our run of good fortune in this new location.
 
In the coming weeks we will be finalising the next phase of our OSV 
newbuilding program and we will be able to share some information 
on this equipment in the next addition. We have capital to deploy 
into new vessels, so if you need a vessel and a strong operator, we 
can buy or build something to meet your needs.
 
It’s an exciting time with plenty of tendering activity. We welcome 
your enquiries and look forward to extending our services to new 
and existing customers alike.
 

COMMERCIAL 
UPDATE

CREWBOATS ARE A CORE COMPONENT OF MEO’S 

BUSINESS. WE HAVE NUMBER ONE MARKET SHARE IN 

SOUTH EAST ASIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST. OUR EXISTING 

FLEET HAS BEEN PERFORMING ABOVE 90% UTILISATION 

SINCE THE BEGINNING OF 2011 AND IS CURRENTLY 

FULLY DEPLOYED.

Adam Clayton
Corporate Finance & Group Commercial Head
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BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
EXPRESS OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS (EOS)

EOS PROJECT SNAPSHOTS

EXTENSIONS OF THE DAMPIER BUNBURY PIPELINE

DPE JALILAH PROJECTSAIPEM’S ICHTHYS PROJECT

Beginning of June, EOS completed the first of two shipments 
moving 45,000 cbm of 16 inch linepipe from Kabil to Dampier. 
The linepipe will be used for the extension of the Dampier Bunbury 
Pipeline.

DPE Jalilah Project, for the turnkey transportation of linepipe and 
jacket from coating/fabrication yards for offshore installation.

Saipem’s Ichthys project, with EOS providing 4 pipehaul spreads 
transporting  linepipe from Kupang (Indonesia) to Darwin 
(Australia).

Toolbox talk prior loading Pipes  loaded in the ‘Efficient, Organised and Safe’ way

Miclyn Victory and tow awaiting port clearance to set sail for Kupang Miclyn 287 stowed with 12” coated line pipe, alongside Global 1201, ready for discharging

Some time has passed since our last update. EOS continues to be 
busy across MEO’s 3 main operating regions. Let me expand on this:

Australia

• We continue our activities on the Gorgon project (11 units), with  
 all going smoothly, the project will be completed in   
 the coming months.

• The first barges have been taken onhire by Heerema for the Inpex  
 Ichthys project. Many more will follow during the next 6 months  
 with project running into second half of 2015.

• EOS was awarded the provision of 4 pipehaul spreads for   
 the Ichthys project. These spreads will be supplying linepipe from  
 the Indonesian port of Kupang to Darwin. This project kicked off  
 in May and is expected to go towards the end of the year.

• Beginning of June, we also completed the first of two shipments  
 moving 45,000 cbm of 16  inch linepipe from Kabil to Dampier  
 (see also the EOS project snapshots on the next page). The  
 linepipe will be used for the extension of the Dampier Bunbury  
 Pipeline.

• Additional projects are under negotiation. Stay tuned to the next  
 issue of Breeze.

Asia

• The monsoon has passed and activities have kicked off in   
 Malaysia and Brunei. We have chartered out multiple barges to a 
 diverse range of clients operating in the region. Some clients  
 are taking multiple barges at the same time. We are especially  
 excited about our growing presence in Brunei.

• Some turn-key projects for the second half of this year are under  
 negotiation and we expect the majority of the larger scale  
 projects (e.g. in Indonesia) to kick off next year.

Middle East

• During the month of May we started work on DPE’s Jalila project  
 where we are supporting a repeat EPC client with the linepipe  
 and jacket transportation as well as providing additional offshore  
 support vessels. 

• A number of the barges have been chartered out to other EPC’s  
 as well as assisting heavy lift contractors with their movements  
 around the region.

• EOS/MEO are now also established in Abu Dhabi and able to  
 assist all local project/clients through the local entity. We expect  
 a number of opportunities to materialise in the near future.

One of the key components of EOS’s business profile is turn-key 
project cargo transportation, for example the transportation of 
linepipes. 

Over the past 3 years we have executed a multitude of linepipe 
transportation projects, in total moving more than 400,000Mt 
of pipe to sometimes remote and challenging places (Northern 
Myanmar and Iraq for example). However, our detailed approach 
and keen eye for safety and efficiency ensure a timely delivery on 
all projects. If you are interested in viewing a movie of a typical EOS 
project, we refer you to the following link: http://goo.gl/7mqynj

Thanks to the EOS team for their continuous hard work and 
dedication and to all for your continued support.

Regards,

Mark van der Molen
Head of Business Unit - EOS

BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
EXPRESS OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS (EOS)

OUR DETAILED APPROACH AND KEEN EYE 
FOR SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY ENSURE A 
TIMELY DELIVERY ON ALL PROJECTS

Mark van der Molen

MEO BREEZE  
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BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
MEO GROUP NEWS

DO IT SAFELY OR 
NOT AT ALL

MEO ENDURANCE CREW WELCOMES MANAGEMENT ON BOARD 

The MEO Endurance at the ASL shipyard.

The Crew of MEO Endurance with the Management. (L-R) Kevin Teo, Group Tax Manager, Derek Koh, CFO, Diederik de Boer CEO, 
Adam Clayton Corporate Finance and Group Commercial Head“Do it safely or not at all,” was the key message 

when MEO’s top Management conducted a 
regular Crew interaction visit on board the MEO 
Endurance on 29 May 2014. 

Below are the highlights of the Management 
talk conducted by Darren Ang, Chief Operating 
Officer addressed to all the crew: 

Do not take risks and never depend on luck. 

When faced with uncertainty, always take a 
step back to ask yourself the question, 
“Is it safe?” 

If unsure, always escalate the issue and 
speak up.

OPERATIONAL SAFETY DAILY KEY 
POINTS TO REMEMBER: 

“It is the responsibility of our crew to maintain MEO’s accident free 
safety record, to be mindful and to not cut corners. Safety is not 
only a commitment to yourself, but also to your colleagues. Hence 
we exercise the Stop Work Authority and encourage transparency 
to our clients, even if it incurs necessary additional maintenance 
costs and time, we do things the right way to ensure our vessels are 
100% reliable and safe.

To continuously achieve vessel reliability, twice a year, MEO will 
implement a vessel health check program. Specialists and machinery 
makers’ representatives will be invited on board to do a thorough 
check of the vessel’s equipment.

Your feedback is important. The Management is always here to 
listen, so please reach out to us. The shore based office is here 
to support you! Never be afraid to escalate any operational or 
technical issues that concern safety.” 

Diederik de Boer 
CEO, MEO

THE COMPANY IS ACHIEVING GOOD FINANCIAL RESULTS AND WE CONTINUE TO 
INVEST IN THE GROWTH OF OUR FLEET SELECTIVELY, NAMELY IN CREWBOATS, 
SUBSEA VESSELS, ACCOMMODATION AND TOPSIDE MAINTENANCE SUPPORT 

VESSELS AND FPSO SUPPORT VESSELS. WE ARE ALSO INVESTING IN THE MEO CREW 
TRAINING PROGRAM AND WILL CONTINUE TO IDENTIFY AND DEVELOP CREW 

POTENTIAL TO GROW TOGETHER WITH US

MEO BREEZE  
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BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
AUSTRALIA

BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
MIDDLE EAST

HSQE AWARD:
INTERCEPTOR’S CREW COMMENDED FOR 365 DAYS INJURY FREE OPERATIONS 

CLASSIFICATION & STATUTORY 
SURVEY TRAINING

SEO PARTICIPATES IN AOG

IT IS YOUR CONTINUOUS COMMITMENT 
TO KEEPING EACH OTHER AND YOUR 
PASSENGERS’ SAFE, WHICH STRENGTHENS OUR 
OPERATIONAL REPUTATION. YOUR EFFORTS 
ARE GREATLY APPRECIATED BY THE COMPANY

Brad Morphew 
General Manager, SEO

Certificates were presented to each of the crew members of the 
Interceptor, in appreciation for their efforts in conducting safe 
operations, resulting in the achievement of 365 days of injury free 
operations.

The Interceptor provided crew transfer support to Dredging 
International on the Wheatstone Project.

The AOG, held in Perth, Western Australia, is one of the major 
industry events of the international oil and gas calendar comprising 
over 500 exhibitors from across 20 countries.

Samson Express Offshore (SEO)’s operations and technical 
department came together at our Fremantle office for Classification 
& Statutory Survey Training conducted by Lloyd’s Register 
International Fremantle from 10-11 March.

The objective of the training was to enable the SEO Operations, 
HSEQ and Technical departments to strengthen and update 
their skills and knowledge about vessel classification, survey 
requirements and legislation in Australia.

SEO team representing the MEO Group at the  Australasian Oil and Gas Exhibition & 
Conference (AOG). 

The Miclyn Opal which arrived in the Middle East in January, joined two other 
vessels on a contract with a leading international salvage company for wreck 
removal of a VLCC in Iraq. 

Crewboat Express 58

MIDDLE EAST REGION HAS BEEN AWARDED A CONTRACT FOR FIVE 
PATROL BOATS TO WORK FOR A NATIONAL OIL COMPANY IN THE 
KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA. THE DURATION OF THE CONTRACT IS FOR 
THREE YEARS FIRM WITH TWO ANNUAL OPTIONS. 

THE CONTRACT CEMENTS OUR POSITION AS A PREFERRED OPERATOR 
OF CREW AND PATROL BOATS. TWO BOATS HAVE MEANWHILE 
COMMENCED WORK WITH THE ADDITIONAL THREE UNDER 
MOBILISATION IN MAY.

Jaap Jan Pietersen
General Manager 

Middle East

Miclyn Grace, 57m, 3200 BHP 
maintenance vessel with up to 60 
people accommodation capacity, 
arrived in late April at the Damen 
shipyard at Hamriyah, UAE. 

Besides a hull blasting and 
painting job, her 2 main and 
3 aux engines were fully 
overhauled, accommodations 
refurbished, fuel and fresh water 
tanks cleaned.  All set to continue 
her long term contract in Qatar.

MEO BREEZE  
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BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
SOUTH EAST ASIA

BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
SOUTH EAST ASIA

THAILAND
AN OVERVIEW OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM AT THE SONGKHLA TRAINING CENTRE

ALL OFFSHORE CREW ARE REQUIRED PARTICIPATE 
IN A 3 DAY TRAINING COURSE EVERY TIME THEY 
REJOIN A VESSEL. THE TRAINING CENTRE IS 
FOCUSED ON PROVIDING CREW WITH CRITICAL 
TRAINING TO ENHANCE THEIR SAFETY AND 
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE.

THAILAND
INAUGURATION OF THE BOR PAB LEARNING CENTRE, SONGKHLA THAILAND 

On March 4, employees from Uniwise Offshore joined local 
representatives at the inauguration of the Bor Pab Learning Centre, 
a community development project initiated by Uniwise Offshore’s 
employees from the Songkhla Base.
 
The development of the Bor Pab School commenced in 2013, 
inspired by 29 essays submitted by the children about ‘What is my 
Dream School - suggestions to improve my learning journey’. 
 

Well done to the crew of Express 3 led by Captain Rahman Hakim.

New joiners are introduced to Operational 
Excellence and working guidelines in line 
with customers’ requirements. Held in 
English and Thai, the training is limited 
to 12 people per class and is delivered via 
presentations, videos and discussions.

Officers undergo Poseidon (MEO’s vessel 
management platform) training, charts 
correction and vessels stability calculation 
and assessments. 

Simultaneously, Ratings undergo a Job 
Safety Analysis workshop.

In groups of three, Ratings will practice on 
swing ropes and back deck training. This 
includes usage of the crane, familiarization 
with cargo handling, crane hand signals 
(Banksman) and cargo operations safety. 

Officers undergo Job Safety Analysis and 
deck simulator training. The simulator 
training consists of handling a vessel in 
various conditions and situations; each 
officer spends around 45 minutes to one 
hour at the simulator.

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3

INDONESIA
PT SGS, A PARTNER OF MEO ANNOUNCED THAT EXPRESS 3 HAS WON THE 
BEST SAFETY PERFORMANCE VESSEL AWARD IN Q1 2014 BY PERTAMINA PHE ONWJ

KEY FACTS: 
SONGKHLA TRAINING CENTRE
SINCE JAN 2014

Officers trained: 194

Officers passed at first attempt: 90%

Officers who achieved 90% and above test scores: 77%

Ratings trained: 219

Ratings passed at first attempt: 98%

Ratings who achieved 90% and above test scores: 12%

NOW THE CHILDRENS’ DREAMS HAVE COME TRUE, 
THE SCHOOL IS EQUIPPED WITH NEW IT LEARNING 
AND LIBRARY FACILITIES. A SMALL UNPRIVILEGED 
SCHOOL IS NOW AN IMPROVED LEARNING CENTRE 
IN ITS COMMUNITY.

No incident HSE 
performance

Fuel efficiency Control of work 
compliance

Office management
support

CRITERIA

Jon-Axel Hauglum
Senior GM Operations
Uniwise

Kriangdej Piyavunno
Head of Uniwise Offshore

MEO BREEZE  
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As part of Operational Excellence (OE), all MEO vessels will undergo regular 
“Quality Assurance” checks by shore-based personnel to ensure that the guiding 
principles of OE are upheld to the highest standards!

MEO GROUP
NEWS

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE - FLEET/HSQE PROGRAM 

VESSEL MAINTENANCE /
TECHNICAL PROGRAM 

STATUTORY COMPLIANCE ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM

VESSEL VISIT PROGRAM

SAFETY OBSERVATION PROGRAM

HSQE AWARD PROGRAM MEETING PROGRAM EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS 
PROGRAM

ResolutionMiclyn Grace

New hull painting 
colour scheme

• FOCA – Fuel Oil Consumption Analysis
• Vessel reliability checks
• Regular vessel equipment “Health Check” 
 program
• Electronic planned maintenance   
 program with “Real Time” management
• Continuous inventory support and   
 management to ensure vessel uptime
• Transparent vessel defects reporting for  
 quick address of issues.
• Strict “Maintenance STOPS” program

• ISM Code external audit by Class/BKI
• ISPS Code external audit by Class/BKI
• Classification and flag administration  
 survey

• Housekeeping, hygiene 
 and monitoring campaign
• Compliance to MARPOL - 
 a “Verification” program

• Management visit ( yearly basis ) - a “Constant Care” interaction and leadership talks
• Vessel inspection by Operational and Technical teams ( quarterly basis ) - a “Reliability” program
• Vessel internal audit
• HSQE vessel visit

To ensure clear and transparent 
operational requirements with clients 
and/or internal personnel, proper 
Toolbox/Safety meetings will be 
conducted prior commencement of 
operations

• Vessel drill
• Ship to shore drill 
 (between office and vessel)

• BBS (Behaviour Based Safety) Card submission
• HaZob (Hazard Observation) Card submission

CREWING PROGRAM - A “CONSTANT CARE” DRIVE

• Health program - drug & alcohol test
• Stringent recruitment program to ensure vessels are  
 fit for purpose
• Continuous training program in place with support  
 from in-house training centre
• A robust crew retention plan
• “Constant Care” - close interaction with crew 
 and family visits At ex-UE11’s Captain, Nipon 

Thongkruama’s home with his wife
At ex-UCB’s Captain, Wasana 
Jermsutjarit’s home

MEO BREEZE  
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FOCUS STORY
MEO BREAKING NEW GROUND IN BRUNEI

• BSP is the largest oil and gas producer in Brunei Darussalam.
• The Government of Brunei Darussalam and The Asiatic Petroleum  
 Company Limited are equal shareholders. 
• BSP supplies 350,000 barrels of oil and gas equivalent everyday  
 to countries such as Japan, Korea, Indonesia, Australia and  
 numerous others around the world. 
• BSP has over 200 offshore structures linked by over 2,000km of  
 pipelines.
• Recovering oil and gas from over 4,500 individual reservoirs  
 produced through more than 800 wells.
• BSP contributes around 90 percent to Brunei’s oil and gas  
 revenues, which accounts for over half of the country’s GDP and  
 90 percent of total export earnings.

Typical BSP platform

Darren Ang, COO and Philip Lewis, BD Manager addressing 
the Crew of the Onyx

(L-R) Valerie Jong, Finance Manager, Shafiq Abdullah, Operations Superintendent, Liauw Li Na, Crewing Executive, 
Belinda Wong, Administrative Executive, Sh Mohd Azmi – Director, Leonard Wong,General Manager, 
Ahmad Khairi, Management Trainee

BACKGROUND OF BRUNEI SHELL PETROLEUM (BSP)

Offshore Field Map

Interview with Philip Lewis, 
Business Development 

Manager, MEO

How is MEO doing business in Brunei? 
Philip: In view of the potential of the region, MEO 
is committed to develop a long term presence 
in Brunei. To this end, we have formed a Joint 
Venture with our local partner JISCO Marine and 
the new company is called MEO JISCO Marine 
Sdn. Bhd. (MJM).

Tell us a bit more about the team at MJM?
Philip: Our team is already on board, led by 
Leonard Wong as GM and supported by Shaikh 
Ahmad Khairi from our JV partner, Valerie Jong 
& Belinda Wong (Finance & Administration), 
Kevin Lim (HSSE), Shafiq Abdullah (Operations), 
Kenneth Yong (Purchasing) and Liauw Li Na 
(Crewing), supported in country for the first few 
months by our Marine Manager, Glyn Jones.

What are the highlights / developments of 
MEO in Brunei?
Philip: Since February this year, MEO has been 
awarded multiple contracts by Brunei Shell 
Petroleum Co Sdn Bhd (BSP), reinforcing MEO’s 
capability in servicing the requirements of large 
scale oil companies. 

The first contracts secured are the 5 + 2 year 
contracts for 3 crew boats and 3 utility vessels for 
the Offshore Reliability Maintenance and  

Construction (ORMC) programme, to support on-
going offshore production. 

• 3 crew boats have all arrived and are   
 supporting the ORMC campaign. 
• The 3 utility vessels (Onyx, Cermat and Cerdik)  
 will provide accommodation and scaffolding  
 logistics solutions. 

The second tranche of contracts are for 2 
crew boats on 1+1+1 year charter, whereby 
our crewboats will transfer crew from the BSP 
shorebase to various offshore locations on a daily 
basis. 

In addition, EOS has secured charters for it’s 
barges with BSP and BSP’s Installation and 
Contractors. Miclyn 257 barge has been working 
in Brunei since January last year on the Champion 
Waterflood  project and was recently joined by 
our Miclyn 2510. The Miclyn 258 and Miclyn 259 
are presently employed on a helideck transport 
programme which will end later this year. 

What are the upcoming growth areas?
Philip: MEO / MJM will continue to tender for 
additional BSP vessel contracts as well as vessels 
for TOTAL, the country’s second largest offshore 
operations.

BREAKING
NEW GROUND
IN BRUNEI

Capital: Bandar Seri Begawan

Largest City: Bandar Seri Begawan

Official Language: Bahasa Melayu

National Language: Melayu Brunei

Demonym: Bruneian

Religion: Islam

Legislature: Unitary Islamic absolute 

monarchy

Independence: 1 January 1984

Area: 5,765 sq. km

Population: 401, 890 (2011 estimate)

Currency: Brunei dollar (BND)

QUICK FACTS:
BRUNEI
DARUSSALAM

QUICK FACTS

Logo of the JV, MEO-JISCO MARINE SDN BHD (MJM)

MEO BREEZE  
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‘The first quarter of 2014 saw MEO contributing to the statistic, 
that hands are the most commonly injured part of our bodies when 
working offshore. This resulted in a dedicated hand safety campaign 
to increase our Crew’s awareness of hand safety. The campaign 
consisted primarily of educating crew and employees on hand injury 
hazards and the required safeguards to prevent injuries. It also 
involved engaging employees to keep their mind on the task and 
promoting dialogue on better ways to prevent hand injuries.
 
Hand injuries are not reserved to heavy industries, the simple fact 
that all of us use our hands daily for a myriad of tasks means the 

threat of hand injury applies equally to us all, even to you reading 
this newsletter.
 
Hand injuries are seldom life threatening but serious hand injuries 
are life changing.
 
Imagine your favorite past time, something you really enjoy doing. 
Now imagine trying to do it with a missing hand or fingers, and we 
soon realize how such an injury could change our lives and why it’s 
so important to protect one of our most important personal assets.
 
Our work and communication skills are expressed through our 
complex and delicate hands, they makes us valuable and productive. 
They allow us to provide for, care for and protect our families.
 
Let’s stop and think about our personal safety before we act, don’t 
become a safety statistic. Look after your hands and they will look 
after you. ‘
 
Euan Anderson
Group HSQE Manager
 

HSQE

A PERFECT SCORE 
FOR MICLYN ONYX 
CREW IN SEAFARERS’ 
ASSESSMENT 

MEO HAND SAFETY CAMPAIGN

Chief Officer of Miclyn Onyx, 
Erick Yowel scored a perfect 
score of 100% for the SETs test. 

SETs is a compulsory pre-assessment administered  to assess 
seafarer’s knowledge, skills and competency in safety and ship 
management prior to the start of operations of the Brunei Shell 
Petroleum (BSP) project .

“I believe in setting the right intentions and working hard to achieve 
your goals. I’m honoured to be to be part of the BSP project, let’s 
keep in mind the importance of safety at all times,” says Chief 
Officer of Miclyn Onyx, Erick Yowel.

MEO ORIENTATION TO GO ONLINE

The new MEO Online 
Orientation has been 
developed and is currently 
in the final stages of review 
before implementation. 
Orientation plays an 
important part in successfully 
introducing new people to the 

company as well as refreshing the knowledge of existing employees.

MEO has for some time had the ambition of improving the quality of 
its orientation program by standardising the content and means of 
delivery, ensuring uniformity across the group. 

“The new program is a big step forward in improving our orientation 
program,” says Euan Anderson, Group HSQE Manager.

BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
MEO GROUP NEWS

ARAMCO RECRUITMENT CAMPAIGN   |  DATE: 24TH APR  |  VENUE: PTSGS GROUND FLOOR HALL

NEW BOARD MEMBER APPOINTMENT

This event highlights one of the crew recruitment drive initiatives 
by MEO Group Crewing to increase and attract qualified ARAMCO 
Senior Officers with the objective to strengthen our crew resources 
in the Middle East. 

Following are the results of the 1 day event:

18 61%11
ATTENDED SUCCESS RATESELECTED & HIRED

CREWING FORUM  |  DATE: 21ST - 22ND APR |  VENUE: JAKARTA

Communication and a shared understanding are ingredients to 
a common vision for growth. This was demonstrated during the 
Annual Crewing Forum 2014 held in Jakarta, attended by all the 
regional Crewing Managers and Business Units heads. 

The Forum commenced with an opening address by Diederik de 
Boer, CEO, who shared the vision of the MEO Group as well as our 
commitment towards MEO’s Constant Care culture. 

The Operational Excellence / Operational CY14 performance KPIs 
were explained by Darren Ang, Chief Operating Officer.

The 1st day event was concluded with a summary of the initiatives 
to overcome future challenges, by Alezs Wong, Group Manager, 
Crewing.
 
The Forum also involved two way feedback from the Regional 
Crewing Managers, who shared their day-to-day challenges, 
followed by a brainstorming session for solutions.

From June 2014, Richard Lorentz will 
be joining as Non-Executive Director 
on the Board of MEO.
 
Richard is a founding director of 
Singapore-listed KrisEnergy Ltd., for 
which he is also Director of Business 

Development responsible for the strategic development of the 
group’s upstream oil and gas portfolio. Prior to KrisEnergy, he was 
a co-founder of Pearl Energy, which was listed in Singapore in 2005 
and acquired by an Abu-Dhabi investment group a year later.
 
He is a petroleum geologist with more than 30 years of experience 
in the upstream oil and gas industry. Previous key positions include 
Manager of New Business Development for Elf Aquitaine in 

Singapore, New Ventures & Exploration Manager for Gulf Indonesia 
and Senior Production Geologist for Asamera (South Sumatra) 
Ltd. He has also worked for Oriental Petroleum & Minerals in the 
Philippines, Funk Exploration Inc. in the United States and Anglo-
Suisse (Pakistan) Inc. based in Karachi.
 
Richard is a member of the Indonesian Petroleum Association, 
American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG), Oklahoma 
Geological Society and the South East Asia Petroleum Exploration 
Society. In 2013, he received a Distinguished Service Award and a 
Certificate of Merit from the AAPG. 
 
He holds a Master of Science (Geology) from the University of the 
Philippines and a Bachelor of Science (Geology) from Oklahoma 
State University.

WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT MEO 
WILL CONTINUE TO ATTRACT 
THE BEST CREW, WHO WILL TAKE 
PRIDE IN WORKING ONBOARD 
OUR QUALITY VESSELS

Alezs Wong, 
Group Manager, Crewing.
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EMPLOYEE
FOCUS

A pillar in the finance team for over 20 years, Poh Ching Hoon is 
one of the longest serving employees in the company.  She started 
her career journey in Finance in the 1980s at CW Marine Services, a 
predecessor entity of MEO, and is still in the employment of MEO. 

She is responsible for General Ledger for the MEO subsidiaries, as 
well as managing the year end audited financial reports. She is also 
a mother of 2 teenage boys and an avid fan of Hong Kong drama 
serials.

“ To achieve a positive outlook in life, one has to learn to learn to 
not take criticisms personally. When we feel a negative emotion 

arising, pause and take a deep breath. Recognise these emotions and 
not let them erupt. Conflicts can come to a better consensus when 
addressed face to face than via emails, so never be afraid to ask for 
help from our colleagues politely.

I’m thankful as MEO provides a warm, nurturing environment and 
offers me the flexibility to balance my career goals and family 
life. Furthermore, my family members have been very supportive 
throughout my career journey,” Poh Ching Hoon, Finance Executive 
General Ledger.

A PILLAR IN 
THE FINANCE 
TEAM

Poh Ching Hoon
Finance Executive, General Ledger

IT IS IMPORTANT TO KEEP A POSITIVE OUTLOOK 
IN LIFE, ONE HAS TO LEARN NOT TO TAKE 
CRITICISMS PERSONALLY.. WHEN WE FEEL 
ANY NEGATIVE EMOTIONS ARISING, PAUSE 
AND TAKE A DEEP BREATH. RECOGNISE THESE 
EMOTIONS AND NOT LET THEM ERUPT. 

How long has Seascape been working with MEO? 
Peter: Seascape first hired the Enterprise in April 2011 and had 
it on hire full time for remaining 2011, before swapping it for the 
Endeavour at the beginning of 2012. 

The Endeavour was flagged Indonesian with Seascape Indonesia, 
under a long term (3 year + 2 x 1 years) charter from April 2012. 

Seascape hired the new build Resolution on long term charter, also 
under Indonesian flag, from December 2013. At Seascape’s request, 
the vessel was customised i.e. extended 6 metres, with crane, A 
Frame, dedicated ROV generators and taut wire reference systems 
installed. Seascape also designed the Mezzanine deck and project 
offices, which were built and installed by MEO. 
 
Why do you choose to work with MEO? 
Peter: We found the DP2 ROV support vessel that MEO owned a 
good fit with our ROV inspection and IRM requirements / contracts. 
MEO’s ability to flag vessels Indonesian on the back of long term 
charters was a strong factor in the development of the relationship. 
With the working relationship now firmly in place we are certainly 
keen to expand the work we do together going forward.
 
Tell us more about the most memorable experience/ project 
which Seascape has worked jointly with MEO? 
Peter: The permanent access to MEO’s quality vessels via long term 
charter has allowed us to target larger Inspection/ IRM contracts. 
Seascape now holds a 2 multiyear ROV / Diving IRM contracts with 

major operators in Indonesia, one contract worth 24 million USD 
and the other 50 million USD. Most memorable is probably the 
recovery of a crashed helicopter from the seabed.
 
 What do you think is a vital skill about managing a successful 
business?
Peter: While growing your business you need to be patient but also 
take opportunities that are present. Employing the right people 
from top to bottom is of utmost importance. We like to keep things 
simple and keep all staff focused on what we do, not get distracted 
in the processes.
 
Tell us a little known fact about yourself?
Peter: I was a woolworth supermarket checkout operator going 
through high school.
 

 5 QUESTIONS WITH PETER REICHLMEIER, MANAGING DIRECTOR SEASCAPE

CUSTOMER’S PERSPECTIVE

Peter Reichlmeier,
Managing Director, Seascape

MEO’S ABILITY TO FLAG VESSELS 
INDONESIAN ON THE BACK OF LONG 
TERM CHARTERS WAS A STRONG 
FACTOR IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
RELATIONSHIP.

ABOUT SEASCAPE

Seascape is a subsea survey, Inspection Repair and 
Maintenance (IRM) company. The company has an extensive 
capability and track record in offshore survey and surface 
/ subsea positioning. Seascape’s digital diving and ROV 
inspection departments are one of the biggest in South 
East Asia.  As part of the Mermaid Offshore Services group, 
Seascape provides services to Mermaid and has access to 
Mermaid’s vessels and ROVs.
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Recruitment is a strategic priority of MEO, we are only as valuable 
as the people we employ, so attracting the best industry talent is 
critical to our success.

The HR team sources for the most suitable talent through various 
recruitment platforms such as the MEO career website, online job 
platforms, LinkedIn, newspaper advertisements, headhunter firms 
and referrals.

Constence Wong
Group HR Manager

Tell us why did you decide to pursue a career in Recruitment?
Gladys: I have been in recruitment for the past 5 years and I am 
still enjoying it. Recruitment is about identifying the “right fit” by 
aligning business needs with people’s aspirations. 

I am happy to be able to add value to people’s lives and appreciate 
the opportunity to meet and interact with people from different 
walks of life.  I have also learned a lot from the in-depth experiences 
of our hiring managers, who are always open to share their 
knowledge.

In one line, summarize the key challenge in good recruitment: 
Gladys: You may recruit the best talent, but the challenge of good 
recruitment is how to retain, motivate and develop our talent to 
enable them to contribute to the fullest. 

What do you tell candidates when they ask “Why choose to 
work at MEO?”
Gladys: MEO’s business is very stable and the company is 
expanding strategically under the Management’s leadership. 

There are many opportunities for career progression and rotation 
of roles, available to employees who express interest and fulfill the 
competencies. 

Our Management is approachable and always readily available for 
a chat. The open office concept encourages greater communication 
among staff.

The working environment is cohesive and employees are generally 
given the flexibility and empowerment to do his/ her job well.  

Samson Express Offshore (SEO) organised a morning breakfast tea 
in support of the Cancer Council Australia. Staff and crew raised a 
total of AUD$800 from entry fees, online donations and a raffle 
with prizes donated for this charitable cause.

The first 2014 Western themed Family Day party 
for MEO in the Middle East, started with a bang 
under the charge of General Manager Jaap Jan 
Pietersen on 1 March 2014.  Held at a beautiful 
private beach, all employees, new and old bonded 
together over interactive games and lots of fun 
and laughter. 

HUMAN RESOURCE
NEWS

3 QUESTIONS WITH GLADYS ONG, 
TALENT ACQUISITION SPECIALIST, MEO

THE MEO RECRUITMENT PROCESS 
AT A GLANCE: 

STAFF
NEWS

AUSTRALIA : SEO HOSTS “AUSTRALIA’S BIGGEST MORNING TEA”

MIDDLE EAST : SADDLE UP TO A NEW ADVENTURE! 

The MEO HR Team from L-R, Lee Sook Jen, HR Executive, 
Michelle Tan, Senior HR Executive, Constence Wong, Group HR Manager, 
Gladys Ong, Talent Acquisition Specialist.

David Nicholas, SEO HSEQ Manager, Brett Evans, SEO Deckhand “Incentive”, Joe 
Waters, SEO Deckhand “Incentive” & Joel Mullins, SEO Offshore Operations Manager

With theme of a ‘mad hatter’s party’, all 
staff brought some food to share at the 
breakfast table. 

Elle Windsor, SEO Fremantle Office 
Administrator and Ilana Jewson, SEO HR/
IR Manager

Natalie DaSilva, SEO Payroll Officer and Hayley McIntosh, SEO HSEQ CoordinatorAngela Ireland, SEO Accounts Payable Officer, and Valerie Prentice, 
SEO Crewing Manager

MANPOWER PLAN

ROLE PROFILES / KPIs / DELIVERABLES

TALENT SEARCH

HIRING PROCESS

PSYCHOMETRIC TEST

REFERENCES AND OFFER

ON BOARDING
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MEO GROUP 
DASHBOARD

STAFF
NEWS

STAFF
NEWS

BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENTS & MARRIAGES

BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENTS & MARRIAGES

Wedding Baby boy Baby girl

Staff Name Department/Position Location/Country Name of Spouse/Child
Date of wedding/birth 
(dd-mmm-yy)

Hong Shumin
Finance/ Finance Business Partner 
(ASEAN)

Singapore Renee Chong Xin Yun 24-Nov-2013

Maya Brynne HR/Crewing - Crewing Officer Perth, Australia Leo Tomas Brynne 03-Jan-2014

Eben Tan
ASEAN Technical/ ASEAN Technical 
Manager

Singapore Celia Tham 19-Jan-2014

Elaine Chuah Senior Technical Superintendent Singapore Khoi Yew Jya 05-Mar-2014

Anindhita Kusumanti Crewing/ Crewing Executive Jakarta /Indonesia Rajendra Jorell Wibisono 06-Mar-2014

Xin Wu Finance - Financial Controller Perth, Australia Liang Wenya 24-Mar-2014

Hayley Feather HSEQ Coordinator Perth, Australia Jason Feather 04-Apr-2014

Suwit Janooduang Technical Songkhla/ Thailand Panita  Janooduang   16-Apr-2014

Gladys Chua Finance- GL/ GL Accountant Singapore Giselle Lim 17-Apr-2014

Joel Mullins Offshore Operations Manager Perth, Australia Sues Mullins 26-Apr-2014

Celia Tham and Eben Tan

Hayley Feather and Jason Feather

Joel Mullins and Sues Mullins

Renee Chong Xin Yun Leo Tomas Brynne Khoi Yew Jya Rajandra Jorell Wibisono

Liang Wenya Giselle LimPanita Janooduang   

FLEET HSQE HR

EOS

155 0.05

442 1,574

15
Vessels

25

47

16

88

6

23

10

39

1

0

8

13(1)

5

10

-

15

37

80

34

155

OSV  

Crewboat

Tugs & Barges

Total

Under
  ConstructionSEA ME AUS Total

Vessels under construction

(Target 0)

as of May 2014as of June 2014 as of May 2014

as of May 2014

Lost time Incident 
Frequency Rate (LTIFR) 2,016

23

Total Employees

0.16

15,549

5,394

(Based on 200,000 Man hours)

(Target <0.20)

Total Recordable
Incident Rate (TRIFR) 

Total on-shore staff 
all regions

Note: (1) Includes 4 CSVs in Australia

Total off-shore staff 
all regions

Total no. of 
nationalities
(on-shore all regions)

401,100 MT of pipeline transported since 2011
Zero LTI with 730,100 man hours  

Behavioural Based 
Safety Reports 

Hazard Observations 
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We like to invite you to share with us your feedback with regards to the Breeze 
Magazine by answering some questions.

The top 5 feedback will receive a MEO mystery goodie pack. Your valuable 
opinions can help us improve our magazine to serve you better!

MEO BREEZE 
READERS’ SURVEY

YOUR OPINION MATTERS! Access the link to participate 
www.tiny.cc/wyzygx

PROTECT  
YOUR MOST  
VALUABLE 
TOOLS
MEO HAND SAFETY CAMPAIGN


